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David Copperfield Evergreen
A Christmas tree is a decorated tree, usually an evergreen conifer, such as a spruce, pine or
fir, or an artificial tree of similar appearance, associated with the celebration of Christmas,
originating in Northern Europe.[1] The custom was developed in medieval Livonia (present-day
Estonia and Latvia), and in early modern Germany where Protestant Germans brought
decorated trees into their homes.[2][3] It acquired popularity beyond the Lutheran areas of
Germany[2][4] and the Baltic countries during the second half of the 19th century, at first
among the upper classes.[5] The Catholic Church had long resisted this Protestant custom and
the Christmas Tree stood for the first time in Vatican in 1982.
A Tale Of Two Cities, A Story Of French Revolution by Charles Dickens - Who Doesn't Love
This Masterpiece? None. Epic. Classic. Must Read. Read by millions, loved by countless fans
and studied by numerous students, A Tale Of Two Cities by Charles Dickens certainly cannot
be missed. This version of classic masterpiece comes with a blank page for reader's own
annotation or note at the end each chapter. It will enhance your understanding and help you
remember the story in this great book much better. A tale of two cities on amazon gives you an
ease of ordering from us. It's a complete "A Tale Of Two Cities and A Story Of The French
Revolution" unabridged version that many buy online straight from Amazon website. Get this
book for casual reading, buy it for a gift or use it for your study guide. It's a perfect version of
"Charles Dickens A Tale Of Two Cities" you must own. Brought to you by Evergreen F.I.$.H
Media
A new translation of one of the most brilliant achievements of Russian literature's Golden Age
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“Only beauty can save the world,” proclaims the hero of The Idiot, perhaps Dostoevsky’s
most personal and intense work of fiction. But in the brutally materialistic world of late 19thcentury Petersburg, infested with greed and vulgarity, Prince Myshkin’s naive beliefs can only
be the subject of mockery and ultimately lead to failure and tragedy. Populated by an
unforgettable cast of characters that covers the entire gamut of Russian society—from the
arrogant rich merchant’s son Rogozhin and the beautiful but wanton Nastasya Filippovna to
the student Kirillov, who aspires to become the man-God by killing himself—Dostoevsky’s
masterpiece, brilliantly captured in this new translation, is a book that leaves a permanent mark
on its readers’ minds.
"Saville's memoir provides an intimate and detailed look at his long relationships with studio
moguls Mayer and Alexander Korda and his work with an impressive list of film stars, including
Robert Donat, Greer Garson, Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Joan Crawford, Hedy
Lamarr, Margaret Sullavan, Ingrid Bergman, Jeanette MacDonald, Lana Turner, Deborah Kerr,
Elizabeth Taylor, Errol Flynn, and Paul Newman.".
In October 1843, Charles Dickens heavily in debt and obligated to his publisher began work on
a book to help supplement his family's meagre income. That volume, A Christmas Carol, has
long since become one of the most beloved stories in the English language. As much a part of
the holiday season as holly, mistletoe, and evergreen wreaths, this perennial favourite
continues to delight new readers and rekindle thoughts of charity and goodwill.With its
characters exhibiting many qualities as well as failures often ascribed to Dickens himself, the
imaginative and entertaining tale relates Ebenezer Scrooge's eerie encounters with a series of
spectral visitors. Journeying with them through Christmases past, present, and future, he is
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ultimately transformed from an arrogant, obstinate, and insensitive miser to a generous, warmhearted, and caring human being. Written by one of England's greatest and most popular
novelists, A Christmas Carol has come to epitomize the true meaning of Christmas.
This holiday classic relates Ebenezer Scrooge's ghostly journeys through Christmases past,
present, and future and his ultimate transformation from a harsh and grasping old miser to a
charitable and compassionate human being.
An illustrated, illuminating insight into the world of illusion from the world’s greatest and most
successful magician, capturing its audacious and inventive practitioners, and showcasing the
art form’s most famous artifacts housed at David Copperfield’s secret museum. In this
personal journey through a unique and remarkable performing art, David Copperfield profiles
twenty-eight of the world’s most groundbreaking magicians. From the 16th-century magistrate
who wrote the first book on conjuring to the roaring twenties and the man who fooled Houdini,
to the woman who levitated, vanished, and caught bullets in her teeth, David Copperfield’s
History of Magic takes you on a wild journey through the remarkable feats of the greatest
magicians in history. These magicians were all outsiders in their own way, many of them
determined to use magic to escape the strictures of class and convention. But they all
transformed popular culture, adapted to social change, discovered the inner workings of the
human mind, embraced the latest technological and scientific discoveries, and took the art of
magic to unprecedented heights. The incredible stories are complimented by over 100 neverbefore-seen photographs of artifacts from Copperfield’s exclusive Museum of Magic, including
a 16th-century manual on sleight of hand, Houdini’s straightjackets, handcuffs, and water
torture chamber, Dante’s famous sawing-in-half apparatus, Alexander’s high-tech turban that
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allowed him to read people’s minds, and even some coins that may have magically passed
through the hands of Abraham Lincoln. By the end of the book, you’ll be sure to share
Copperfield’s passion for the power of magic.
Hardy's Geography reconsiders a familiar element in Hardy's novels: their use of place and,
specifically, of Dorset. Hardy said his Wessex was a 'partly real, partly dream-country'. This
study examines how reality and dream interact in his work. Should we look for a real place
corresponding to Casterbridge? What is the relation between one person's feelings for a place
and society's view of it. Pite concludes that Hardy addresses these issues through a distinctive
regional awareness.
A Victorian master of tales from beyond the veil The works of Charles Dickens are justifiably
famous and timeless classics. His most famous ghostly tale, 'A Christmas Carol' has become
THE Christmas ghost story and has been filmed and dramatised for the stage and radio on
numerous occasions. It is also well known that Dickens had a particular palate for the fiction of
the strange, other worldly and bizarre, indeed there have been collections of his strange and
weird tales published in the past. This special Leonaur collection is different containing,
perhaps, an unprecedented 35 novellas, novelettes and short stories within two coordinating
volumes available in soft cover and hard cover with dust jackets. Leonaur hard covers are fully
cloth bound, with head and tail bands and feature gold foil lettered spines-a credit to any
bookcase. Volume one contains the evergreen 'A Christmas Carol, ' the novella 'A House to
Let' and nineteen short stories including 'Well-Authenticated Rappings, ' 'Lying Awake, ' 'The
Queer Chair, ' 'The Black Veil, ' 'The Goodwood Ghost' and the renowned 'The
Signalman'-among many others. This may be the essential Dickens Ghost Story collection and
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will be a joy to his many enthusiastic rea
A collection of the three best Charles Dickens novels: A Christmas Carol, A Tale of Two Cities,
and Oliver Twist. Charles Dickens was an English writer and social critic. He created some of
the world's best-known fictional characters and is regarded by many as the greatest novelist of
the Victorian era. His works enjoyed unprecedented popularity during his lifetime, and by the
20th century critics and scholars had recognised him as a literary genius. His novels and short
stories enjoy lasting popularity. Born in Portsmouth, Dickens left school to work in a factory
when his father was incarcerated in a debtors' prison. Despite his lack of formal education, he
edited a weekly journal for 20 years, wrote 15 novels, five novellas, hundreds of short stories
and non-fiction articles, lectured and performed readings extensively, was an indefatigable
letter writer, and campaigned vigorously for children's rights, education, and other social
reforms.
A Victorian master of tales from beyond the veil The works of Charles Dickens are justifiably
famous and timeless classics. His most famous ghostly tale, 'A Christmas Carol' has become
THE Christmas ghost story and has been filmed and dramatised for the stage and radio on
numerous occasions. It is also well known that Dickens had a particular palate for the fiction of
the strange, other worldly and bizarre, indeed there have been collections of his strange and
weird tales published in the past. This special Leonaur collection is different containing,
perhaps, an unprecedented 35 novellas, novelettes and short stories within two coordinating
volumes available in soft cover and hard cover with dust jackets. Leonaur hard covers are fully
cloth bound, with head and tail bands and feature gold foil lettered spines-a credit to any
bookcase. Volume one contains the evergreen 'A Christmas Carol, ' the novella 'A House to
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Let' and nineteen short stories including 'Well-Authenticated Rappings, ' 'Lying Awake, ' 'The
Queer Chair, ' 'The Black Veil, ' 'The Goodwood Ghost' and the renowned 'The
Signalman'-among many others. This may be the essential Dickens Ghost Story collection and
will be a joy to his many enthusiastic readers.
A lively and insightful biographical celebration of the imaginative genius of Charles Dickens,
published in commemoration of the 150th anniversary of his death. Charles Dickens was a
superb public performer, a great orator and one of the most famous of the Eminent Victorians.
Slight of build, with a frenzied, hyper-energetic personality, Dickens looked much older than his
fifty-eight years when he died—an occasion marked by a crowded funeral at Westminster
Abbey, despite his waking wishes for a small affair. Experiencing the worst and best of life
during the Victorian Age, Dickens was not merely the conduit through whom some of the most
beloved characters in literature came into the world. He was one of them. Filled with the twists,
pathos, and unusual characters that sprang from this novelist’s extraordinary imagination, The
Mystery of Charles Dickens looks back from the legendary writer’s death to recall the key
events in his life. In doing so, he seeks to understand Dickens’ creative genius and enduring
popularity. Following his life from cradle to grave, it becomes clear that Dickens’s fiction drew
from his life—a fact he acknowledged. Like Oliver Twist, Dickens suffered a wretched childhood,
then grew up to become not only a respectable gentleman but an artist of prodigious
popularity. Dickens knew firsthand the poverty and pain his characters endured, including the
scandal of a failed marriage. Going beyond standard narrative biography, A. N. Wilson
brilliantly revisits the wellspring of Dickens’s vast and wild imagination, to reveal at long last
why his novels captured the hearts of nineteenth century readers—and why they continue to
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resonate today. The Mystery of Charles Dickens is illustrated with 30 black-and-white images.

Unlike their American colleagues, British suppliers were extremely slow to
release their country's superb libraries of classic films for movie fans to purchase
on either VHS tapes or DVD discs. In 2004, little over 100 titles were available.
But now there are around 700, with promises of many more to come. This book
details some of the best. Over 400 movies in all are described in either minute
detail or in summary form! The quality (or lack of quality) in the DVD transfer is
fearlessly indicated. The author's emphasis is on movies made before 1970,
especially those with popular stars such as Glynis Johns, Gracie Fields, George
Formby, Margaret Lockwood, Arthur Askey, Anna Neagle, James Mason, Patricia
Roc, Stewart Granger, Vivien Leigh, Laurence Olivier, Will Hay, Tommy Trinder,
Alec Guinness, Michael Wilding, Peter Finch, Christopher Lee, Peter Sellers,
David Niven, Kenneth More, Kay Kendall, John Gregson, etc.
DISCOVER THE TRUE MEANING OF CHRISTMAS! - LARGE PRINT, LARGE
FORMAT, ILLUSTRATED! Giant format - 8.5" x 11" desktop size - biggest edition
available ANYWHERE - looks great on your bookshelf & provides the ideal
reading experience for this classic work. Huge 18pt text, beautiful professional
typesetting & high-quality bright white paper stock mean this superb edition can
be easily enjoyed by all. Lavishly illustrated with many full-page scenes and
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incidental drawings. University of Life Library Uniform Edition. "Bah, humbug!"
Since its publication in 1843, Charles Dickens' evergreen morality tale has been
a fundamental part of Christmas celebration and reflection for families around the
world. "A Christmas Carol" tells the story of Ebeneezer Scrooge, a mean-minded,
selfish and miserly old man visited by the three spirits of Christmas Past, Present
and Future, who take him on a life-changing journey that forces him to question
his life and transform into a kind, thoughtful and generous fellow. This University
of Life edition includes the beloved 1915 Arthur Rackham illustrations! This is not
a facsimille edition or a low-quality reprint; it has been newly typeset for a modern
audience, at a giant 18pt text size on excellent white 60lb (90gsm) paper and in
large, 8.5" x 11" desktop format, for your ultimate reading pleasure. About the
Series: The University of Life Library was founded to publish a uniform collection
of beautiful, heirloom-quality volumes of the great works of politics, philosophy,
economics, science and fiction, the reading of which could provide all people not
only with great enjoyment but, at minimal expense, with the benefits of a
traditional, classical education. The Library's titles are chosen to illustrate,
reinforce, and promote further inquiry into those concepts and values that
originated in the civilizations of ancient Greece and Rome and, being expanded
and improved-upon by the greatest minds of Europe and the Americas over
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many centuries, particularly during the Enlightenment, form the bedrock of
Western civilization. Being the embodiment of the virtues enabling the creation of
the United States of America, that nation most influenced by the Enlightenment's
illumination, and founded upon its precepts, each title opens with an illustration of
Columbia, based on John Gast's iconic 1872 painting, American Progress.
Additionally, each title is illustrated with related scenes. We hope our editions can
provide entertainment, education and inspiration to the young and mature alike.
We strive to provide a collection of well-loved, widely-varied works that will take
pride of place on the bookshelves of families and businesses for generations to
come. "The true university of these days is a collection of books" - Thomas
Carlyle FOR MORE FANTASTIC, FRESH, LARGE PRINT, LARGE FORMAT,
ILLUSTRATED CLASSICS, SEARCH FOR "UNIVERSITY OF LIFE LIBRARY"
AND "CARLILE MEDIA"!
Highly illuminating for parents, vital for students and book lovers alike, Enchanted
Hunters transforms our understanding of why children should read. Ever
wondered why little children love listening to stories, why older ones get lost in
certain books? In this enthralling work, Maria Tatar challenges many of our
assumptions about childhood reading. Much as our culture pays lip service to the
importance of literature, we rarely examine the creative and cognitive benefits of
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reading from infancy through adolescence. By exploring how beauty and horror
operated in C.S. Lewis’s Chronicles of Narnia, Philip Pullman’s His Dark
Materials, J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter novels, and many other narratives, Tatar
provides a delightful work for parents, teachers, and general readers, not just
examining how and what children read but also showing through vivid examples
how literature transports and transforms children with its intoxicating, captivating,
and occasionally terrifying energy. In the tradition of Bruno Bettelheim’s
landmark The Uses of Enchantment, Tatar’s book is not only a compelling
journey into the world of childhood but a trip back for adult readers as well.
For David Copperfield, orphaned and with a cruel stepfather, the future looks
bleak. But a new start beckons with the magnificent Mr Micawber, then with his
eccentric aunt, Betsey Trotwood.
In October 1843, Charles Dickens ? heavily in debt and obligated to his publisher
? began work on a book to help supplement his family's meager income. That
volume, A Christmas Carol, has long since become one of the most beloved
stories in the English language. As much a part of the holiday season as holly,
mistletoe, and evergreen wreaths, this perennial favorite continues to delight new
readers and rekindle thoughts of charity and goodwill. With its characters
exhibiting many qualities ? as well as failures ? often ascribed to Dickens himself,
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the imaginative and entertaining tale relates Ebenezer Scrooge's eerie
encounters with a series of spectral visitors. Journeying with them through
Christmases past, present, and future, he is ultimately transformed from an
arrogant, obstinate, and insensitive miser to a generous, warmhearted, and
caring human being. Written by one of England's greatest and most popular
novelists, A Christmas Carol has come to epitomize the true meaning of
Christmas. A Christmas Carol is a novella by Charles Dickens about Ebenezer
Scrooge, an old man, who is well-known for his miserly ways. On Christmas Eve,
Scrooge is visited by a series of ghosts, starting with his old business partner,
Jacob Marley. The three spirits which follow, the Ghosts of Christmas Past,
Christmas Present and Christmas Yet to Come, show Scrooge how his mean
behaviour has affected those around him. At the end of the story he is relieved to
discover that there is still time for him to change and we see him transformed into
a generous and kind-hearted human being.
The Classical Hollywood Reader brings together essential readings to provide a
history of Hollywood from the 1910s to the mid 1960s. Following on from a
Prologue that discusses the aesthetic characteristics of Classical Hollywood
films, Part 1 covers the period between the 1910s and the mid-to-late 1920s. It
deals with the advent of feature-length films in the US and the growing national
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and international dominance of the companies responsible for their production,
distribution and exhibition. In doing so, it also deals with film making practices,
aspects of style, the changing roles played by women in an increasingly businessoriented environment, and the different audiences in the US for which Hollywood
sought to cater. Part 2 covers the period between the coming of sound in the mid
1920s and the beginnings of the demise of the `studio system` in late 1940s. In
doing so it deals with the impact of sound on films and film production in the US
and Europe, the subsequent impact of the Depression and World War II on the
industry and its audiences, the growth of unions, and the roles played by
production managers and film stars at the height of the studio era. Part 3 deals
with aspects of style, censorship, technology, and film production. It includes
articles on the Production Code, music and sound, cinematography, and the
often neglected topic of animation. Part 4 covers the period between 1946 and
1966. It deals with the demise of the studio system and the advent of
independent production. In an era of demographic and social change, it looks at
the growth of drive-in theatres, the impact of television, the advent of new
technologies, the increasing importance of international markets, the Hollywood
blacklist, the rise in art house imports and in overseas production, and the
eventual demise of the Production Code. Designed especially for courses on
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Hollywood Cinema, the Reader includes a number of newly researched and
written chapters and a series of introductions to each of its parts. It concludes
with an epilogue, a list of resources for further research, and an extensive
bibliography.
Part of Alma Classics Evergreen series at GBP4.99, this edition includes pictures and a
section on Dickens's life and works.
“A grand, sweeping panorama . . . richly written, finely detailed . . . vivid and
memorable.”—Daily News (New York) Yearning for a better life, Anna Friedman fled Poland for
New York at the turn of the century. Finding work as a maid for the Werner family, Anna
discovers an elegance beyond her dreams—and the passion of Paul Werner, a man beyond her
reach, even when she is in his arms. But it is Joseph Friedman whom she marries. And
through an act of illicit passion that will haunt her though all her days, Anna lifts Joseph from
poverty to a wealth on which the Friedman dynasty would be based for generations. Sweeping
from Jazz Age New York to Nazi Germany to a sun-baked Israeli kibbutz, Evergreen has
become a modern American classic—an epic novel that spans three generations of an
unforgettable family—and exposes the heart of an extraordinary woman: her marriage, her
children, her deceit. “A magnificent story . . . this beautifully written book will be treasured and
reread for many years to come.”—Library Journal
Following the phenomenal popularity of Sketches by Boz and The Pickwick Papers, Dickens
produced two short volumes of Sketches of Young Gentlemen and Young Couples, in
response to the appearance of Sketches of Young Ladies by 'Quiz'. Each volume purports to
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dissect the characteristics of familiar types such as 'The Bashful Young Gentleman', 'The
Literary Young Lady', and 'The Couple who Coddle themselves'. Whimsical, satirical, witty and
exuberant, the sketches ridicule the behaviour of their subjects with perfect comic effect,
rendering Mr Whiffler, Mrs Chopper and their companions instantly recognizable. They offer
intriguing glimpses of courtship rituals and relations between the sexes at the outset of the
Victorian era, and fascinating evidence of a writer learning his craft and refining his style. This
edition includes the original illustrations by Phiz, and an introduction that examines the appeal
of the sketch, a literary genre in which Dickens excelled throughout his career.
The story follows the life of David Copperfield, a young boy who is born six months after the
death of his father, from childhood to maturity. David spends his early years in relative
happiness with his loving mother and their kindly housekeeper, Peggotty, but when his mother
remarries David is sent to lodge with Peggotty's family. His mother and her newly born child
die, Peggotty marries, and since no one remains to care for David in London, he decides to run
away, and he walks from London to Dover, to his only relative, an eccentric yet kind-hearted
great-aunt. Many elements of the novel follow events in Dickens' own life, and it is often
considered as his veiled autobiography. Charles Dickens (1812-1870) was an English writer
and social critic. He created some of the world's best-known fictional characters and is
regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian era. His works enjoyed unprecedented
popularity during his lifetime, and by the twentieth century critics and scholars had recognized
him as a literary genius. His novels and short stories enjoy lasting popularity.
Great Expectations by Charles Dickens is a real classic. You should grab it and read it to
experience it yourself. Here's a simple plot to Great Expectations by Charles Dickens On
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Christmas Eve, around 1812, Pip, an orphan about seven years old, encounters an escaped
convict in the village churchyard, while visiting the graves of his parents and siblings. Pip now
lives with his hot-tempered elder sister and her kind husband, Joe Gargery, a blacksmith. The
convict scares Pip into stealing food and a metal file. Early Christmas morning, Pip returns with
the file, a pie, and brandy, though he fears being punished. During Christmas Dinner that
evening, at the moment Pip's theft is about to be discovered, soldiers arrive and ask Joe to
repair some shackles. Joe and Pip accompany them as they recapture the convict, who is
fighting with another escaped convict. The first convict confesses to stealing food from the
smithy, clearing Pip of suspicion. A few years pass Miss Havisham, a wealthy, reclusive
spinster who was jilted at the altar and still wears her old wedding dress lives in the dilapidated
Satis House. She asks Mr Pumblechook, a relation of the Gargerys, to find a boy to visit her.
Pip visits Miss Havisham and falls in love with Estella, her adopted daughter. Estella remains
aloof and hostile to Pip, which Miss Havisham encourages. Pip visits Miss Havisham regularly,
until he is old enough to learn a trade. Joe accompanies Pip for the last visit when she gives
the money for Pip to be bound as an apprentice blacksmith. Joe's surly assistant, Dolge Orlick,
is envious of Pip and dislikes Mrs Joe. When Pip and Joe are away from the house, Mrs Joe is
brutally attacked, leaving her unable to speak or do her work. Orlick is suspected of the attack.
Mrs Joe becomes kind-hearted, but brain-damaged, after the attack. Pip's former schoolmate
Biddy joins the household to help with her care. Four years into Pip's apprenticeship, Mr
Jaggers, a lawyer, informs him that he has been provided with money from an anonymous
benefactor, allowing him to become a gentleman. Pip is to leave for London, but presuming
that Miss Havisham is his benefactor, he first visits her. ... ... Great Expectations by Charles
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Dickens
'Every idiot who goes about with "Merry Christmas" on his lips, should be boiled with his own
pudding' Dickens's story of solitary miser Ebenezer Scrooge, who is taught the true meaning of
Christmas by a series of ghostly visitors, has had an enduring influence on the way we think
about the season. Dickens's other Christmas writings collected here include 'The Story of the
Goblins who Stole a Sexton'; 'The Haunted Man'; and shorter pieces, some drawn from the
'Christmas Stories' that Dickens wrote annually for his weekly journals. In all of them Dickens
celebrates Christmas as a time of geniality, charity and remembrance. Edited with an
introduction by MICHAEL SLATER

The Nineteenth century and after (London)
FINALIST at 2015 LONDON BOOK FAIR's THE WRITE STUFF prize. Can a nonfictional book be as interesting as a page-turner fictional plot?Can it be at the same
time a tycoon's biography, a mafia tale, a gangster story, a political thriller, an essay on
democracy, a dystopia, a sociological analysis of a nation, a scandalous sex story? If
the subject-matter is Silvio Berlusconi's incredible story and Italy, the answer is yes.
This book, in fact, is a unique portrait of Italy's godfather and also a detailed picture of
Italian society, an attempt to allow the foreign reader to understand how it has been
possible for an alleged mafia-linked business magnate and media tycoon, constantly in
trouble with justice and drenched in vice, to become the most popular political leader,
Prime Minister and the absolute master of the country for the last twenty years.
Berlusconi is often considered the personification of corruption, of disrespect for the
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law, of the liaison between organized crime - politics, of immoral behaviour, typical
features of that 'immoral majority' of the country. Still, there are many open questions
that this book tries to answer: How come Berlusconi grabbed complete control of all
Italian information and used it as a Weapon of Mass Deception that turned viewers into
faithful voters? How was he able to pass laws ad-personam that made him almost
untouchable by the Judicial Power and favoured his business and financial activities in
an unfair game? Can we say that Berlusconi is the very symbol of a concentration of
political, economic and media power in one single person never seen before, a fact that
has created the greatest conflicts of interests in the Western World, or is he just another
pawn in a bigger game? What is hidden under Italy's well-known surface beauty,
artistry and creativity? Does Dante's underworld Inferno still exist today? Is the erosion
of democracy in Berlusconi's period a trend of modern capitalism, as some 'dystopian'
writers predicted?
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